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HOT SHOE TRIGGERABLE FOCUSING AND MODELING LIGHT FOR PHOTOGRAPHY* 

 

A prototype Macro focusing light—front view.  

Hands-free, automatic lighting control for image capture—A focusing light is 

triggerable by the shutter signal in a hot shoe. The light is ON while you focus and then 

automatically turns OFF when you push the shutter. Ready for the next shot: the light turns ON 

again after an image is captured. Hands-free operation let you concentrate on focusing and 

modeling. 

Originally designed for use in, but not limited to, Macro photography—In macro 

photography the distance between a camera lens and a subject is often small, on the order of a 

few centimeters. At these distances, the depth of field of a suitable close-up lens is very small, 

on the order of a few millimeters. In order to record a particular area on a subject, focusing is 

often performed manually instead of using a camera’s automatic focusing feature. Under these 

circumstances, a focusing light is useful for focusing and framing of an image but can interfere 

with optimal lighting of a subject. For example, a focusing light can introduce specular 

reflections, shadows and other unwanted lighting effects if it is ON during acquisition of an 

image. This new design eliminates these unwanted lighting effects by automatically turning the 

focus light OFF while the camera’s shutter is open. The new design also reduces focusing 

errors caused by camera motion since the photographer only has to squeeze the shutter button. 
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Photography at Specific Light Wavelengths: UV fluorescence, Infrared—
Photographic illumination includes a range of wavelengths from ultraviolet (UV) through infrared. 

A popular aspect of photography uses ultraviolet light to excite fluorescence in subjects such as 

plants, insects, animals, and minerals. These images are often captured in dimly lit scenes, 

such as an insect at night. A focusing light is useful in focusing the camera before shooting but 

can obscure fluorescence emitted during a flash UV exposure.  

 

The same is true in infrared photography. Subjects are often very poorly lit in the visible 

spectrum. A focusing light enables focusing and framing of otherwise visibly dark subjects, then 

turns OFF during image capture. Autofocus may not work with infrared illumination. 

Operation: Focus light power switch ON—The focus light is triggered by a camera’s 

shutter signal and automatically turns OFF while the shutter is open. 

Operation: Focus light power switch OFF—A camera’s shutter signal is passed 

through to an accessory such as a flash.  
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A prototype focusing light—top view. A pass-through hot shoe connects a camera 
to an accessory such as a flash. 
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A typical arrangement of a hot shoe, focus light, and a flash. 
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A hot shoe triggerable focusing light is ready for use. 
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Flash photography 

 

 

UV flash photography 

 

A subject is lit by the focus light while a camera is manually focused on the 
insect’s eyes. 

 
See: https://www.paedia.com/HotShoe/Image_Capture.mp4 and 
 

https://www.paedia.com/HotShoe/Vis_focus_UV_capture.mp4 
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The focus light is OFF, a UV flash lights the subject and a UV image is captured. 

Note that in visible light, the eyes are brown and in UV light, the eyes fluoresce and are 
blue.  
 
More photos are shown below. 
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Tosena splendida cicada, Thailand, in white light (not focusing light) 

Tosena splendida cicada, Thailand, in ultraviolet light from Hot Shoe Flash 

Tosena splendida cicada, Thailand, frontal view in ultraviolet light from Hot Shoe Flash
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A very useful accessory 

The Macro focusing light (MFL) can remain in place between a camera and a flash unit 
whether or not it is in use. When the MFL is turned ON, its bright light illuminates a 
subject and enables focusing and framing of the subject. When the MFL is turned OFF, 
a camera’s flash signal is still sent to a flash unit for seamless operation. There is no 
need to remove the MFL to switch between using a focus light and not using a focus 
light. 
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